Micro-segmentation Solution
for MDU Networks

The Technology
The Samsung Axis virtual Residential Gateway (vRG) solution solves many complexities for
MDU operators and IT managers and empowers them to deliver a secure, simple and scalable
managed Wi-Fi service. This allows them to seamlessly deploy a separate micro-segmented
network for each tenant in a completely self-service manner through a single SSID. This
technology is the ultimate solution for deploying a unified WLAN infrastructure in apartment
buildings, condominium complexes, student dormitories and other forms of medium-to highdensity housing.

The vRG Creates a Personal Network Area
that is Independent of Physical Space
The Samsung solution creates a personal network for each resident by micro-segmenting Wi-Fi
access. This unique solution lets residents carry their connected experiences with them, as the
end-user LAN can extend beyond units to areas such as the pool, gym, lobby and so on. Simply
speaking, the residents can play their Xbox and PlayStation from anywhere in the building
without worrying about Wi-Fi network security and bandwidth challenges
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Enhancing the MDU Brand through
Provisioning a Highly Secured and Efficient
Wi-Fi Network
Having a separate micro-segmented network for each tenant provides
unparalleled flexibility, functionality and security. Apart from instant provision
and on-boarding, each tenant can access their own devices, while ensuring
that their devices are securely fragmented and isolated, so no other tenant
can access them. Furthermore, this ensures that tenants are unable to see
each other’s traffic, even at the packet level. The network operator defines a single WLAN
that broadcasts a single SSID across the property, enabling residents to enjoy the connected
experiences of their home from anywhere in the MDU premises. All this is done while providing
ease of granular policy management for MDU operators through a central management system.

Self-Service Device Management
The centralized manager maintains database tables that associate the vRG, tenants and devices.
Management of the mapping between devices and tenant vRG is entirely self-service with zero
operator intervention. The tenant uses a browser to access the tenant portal when a wireless printer,
game console, NAS server or any other headless device needs to be added or removed. Devices with
integrated browsers will be redirected to the portal when they first connect to the network.
The Samsung Axis micro-segmentation solution provides a secured and dedicated personalized area
wireless network with centralized management and intelligence, while providing a seamless and
homogenous environment for all Samsung products within the MDU and the tenant unit.
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